
SHOP JILL'S MAIN ST. MARKETPLACE HAS
OFFICALLY LAUNCHED!

A virtual small business shopping experience helps connect you
with hidden gem products and services brought to by unique and

passionate small business owners.  Pardon our dust as we are
building and promoting.  New and exciting features will be
launching soon!!!  Stick with us, you won't be disappointed.

  
Don't forget to share with your family and friends.

Shop Jill's
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New Arrivals From                     
 The Underground Attic      

 Vintage Boutique 

Beginning October 1st, The Underground
Attic will be taking preorders for their
signature Halloweek Surprise Boxes!
Filled to the gills with Halloween fun,
including artisanal candy, handmade

accessories, jewelry, and more, These
boxes are the perfect gift for the
Halloween lover in your life or for

yourself! Boxes start at just $25.  There
will be a limited number of each size, so

make sure to place your pre-order as
early as possible!.

We don't just plan Group Getaways.  We create bonds and memories
 that last a lifetime.  Thinking of planning a family reunion, birthday,
bachelorette party, or a friend's getaway?  Enjoy services that range 
from choosing your ideal destination, to monthly payment schedules, to
crafting customized itineraries.



October is
Cybersecurity

Awareness Month!
This year’s theme is “Do your Part. 

 #BeCyberSmart.”  Tune in all month
long for tips and live talks. Learn how

protect yourself and your business
from cyber-attacks through actionable

steps.

Elizabeth's Closet
As a Posher, I can work from anywhere, at any time.
I really enjoy finding good deals, for myself and
others.  The uniqueness that a POSH closet offers is
that it is VIRTUAL, a 24/H showcase. Need a vintage
handbag, a new fall jacket and decor for your home
- one stop shopping, done!
Always adding items to my closet...stay tuned to my
shop on Main Street Marketplace, another fabulous

virtual shopping experience!

Weekly Themes 
Oct 5 - 11:  If you Connect It Protect It 

Oct 12 - 18:  Securing Devices at Home and Work
 

Oct 19 - 25:  Phishing and Scams 
Oct 26 - 31:  Social Media and Online Privacy
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Film COOP is Open For
Business

Lights, camera, action.  Film COOP is open for
business.  Watch our full interview with Actor, Greg
Klein on our "Small Talk With Jill" YouTube Channel.
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Small Talk With Jill
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In his blog, Michael Lurie of McKinsey & Company
describes four leadership roles in 2020: Visionary,

Architect, Coach, and Catalyst. Lurie articulates that to
be visionary is to clarify and communicate the

organization's purpose to the team that all can identify
and own. As architects, leaders must design the

operations of the business, including all of the
processes. Doing so defines each staff member's role

and the use of the supporting systems that enable their
work. As coaches, leaders must create an environment

of learning and innovation through the challenges of
leaders' assumptions about what they and their
businesses are capable of becoming. Finally, as

catalysts, leaders must set the tone for the
organization and create growth and evolution

conditions. While Lurie was writing about larger
organizations, his principles also apply to small

business owners. In owning your small business, you
need to be the Visionary and Catalyst. However, the

support of a Business Architect and a Business Coach
as members of your leadership cabinet can define your
track and make sure you stay on it. You own the vision.

It is your internal motivation that will spark you to
action to build your business. Adding in an Architect

and a Coach will help you to overcome new challenges
along the way.

Big Thinkers
Let's Get It Done  | Inspiration | Small Business Love

Why You Need Both a Business Coach and a Business Architect

Learn More About Our Business Architect Services



Business Architects focus on the “business” itself, detailing the business strategy, before
defining strategic plans and co-creating complex business operations processes with
business owners. A civil architect designs a building, bridge, or highway to meet the needs
of those who will use it. Similarly, a business architect designs the operational capabilities
to support and serve the owner and its customers’ mission and vision. An Architect can
work with a business owner to answer questions such as ·  What products and services
should I start offering, and when?· What core capabilities do I need, and how do I invest in
them to grow efficiently?·How do I expand my offerings?·How should I design my
operations, and what organization structure do I need?· Where can I make my operations
more efficient, and how do I scale through automation?· What offerings should I
discontinue, and what can I invest in to shift my business to new market demands? A
Business Architect can help you look ahead and make the large “muscle movements” of
business growth and transformation confidently.

Business Coaches, on the other hand, focus on the people. Coaches help the leader think
outside their own emotional and mental boxes, challenge their self-imposed limitations, and
inspire the leaders and staff to innovate and learn. Coaches help find personal fulfillment in
their business offerings and activities. They are helping to reach a high self-actualization
level and lead authentically. The Coach helps the owner develop better leadership qualities,
build trust with their partners and staff, and to improve their focus on generating the
outcome they seek. Coaches answer questions like · How can I feel more fulfilled in the
purpose of my business?·  Which projects and ideas align with my purpose?·  How do I move
forward when I feel stuck?·  What do I consider to be my next level of success?
Complimentary services short, a good Business Architects will “coach” just enough to
identify your vision and inspire you to catalyze. The architect then focuses on the staged
development and evolution of your business growth and transformation to give you the
plans and tools to execute. An Architect will check in on you periodically to plan the next
steps and adjust course. A Coach will guide you on a more frequent basis to teach, inspire,
and motivate through challenging day-to-day business situations. To maintain a clear plan
and ensure flawless execution, make sure there is room in your leadership cabinet for both
an architect and a coach.



Why You Need Writer
Running a business is hard.  Managing staff is
challenging.  Not even HAVING a team is more
problematic.  So when it's time to write
something crisp, to the point, targets an
audience, and cuts through the clutter, you can
see why us our multi-EMMY-winning
professional writer services might come in
handy.  For your next press kit, press release,
web page copy, a short bio, ad campaign, or
other writing needs, give our Big Thinkers
expert a try.

Video and Capturing Your Story.  
FemCity Founder, Violette de Ayala,

interviewed FemCity Global Member, Jill
Morgan-Meek, founder of Big Thinkers,

LLC on ways video can help your
business grow.

WWW.BIGTHINKERSLLC.COM

Watch the full interview via
IGTV on FemCity


